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Abstract. We propose a solution to fault management for Wireless sensor networks
because of their own limitations and the scalability issue. By introducing new network
equipments, one can improve the traditional distributed hierarchical management struc-
ture, the equipment can quickly locate the failure and analyze the cause of the failure,
therefore can greatly improve the efficiency of network maintenance; we also propose a
new low-energy fault management protocol, which can quickly respond to failures. The ex-
perimental results show that, compared with traditional protocols, this protocol can detect
failures, responds quickly to failures and recover from failures at minimal costs, therefore
reduce the impact of failures on networks.
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1. Introduction. Wireless sensor networks (WSN) Sensor nodes are severely constrained
in terms of storage resources, computational capabilities, communication bandwidth and
power supply[1]. Relying on resource-constrained embedded devices for communication,
processing, and sensing, WSNs can experience unexpected problems during deployment,
due to hard-ware, software, or environmental anomalies[2]. So one of the research topics
in wireless sensor networks is: how can people can manage WSN so that they run stably
in the long term by making efficient use of energy.
Fault management protocols for WSN are primarily used for three architectures: cen-

tralized architecture, distributed architecture, hierarchical architecture [3]. MANNA,
Sympathy, BOSS, MOTE-VIEW are proposed in [4-7]. The advantages of the centralized
architecture are that it has a simple network structure, and has a higher accuracy in
terms of fault management; drawback is that the management node has high resource
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consumption. It costs energy to upload failure information, which may cause the ”energy
hole” phenomenon, costing more for the inner nodes close to the management node. In
distributed architecture, there are multiple network management nodes, which divide the
network into several regions. Each node is responsible for collecting and processing re-
gional information, reduce the amount of information sent to the central node. Various
distributed management architectures are proposed in [8-13]: LDACO,DSN, RM, NODE-
energy level management, App-Sleep, sensor management optimization and WSN Diag.
The advantage of distributed architecture is that failure is only reported to the core node
when necessary, reducing the resource consumption of the core node as well as the energy
consumption caused by frequent upload of the remaining nodes. The drawback is that the
event management nodes have to have some processing capabilities which lead to more en-
ergy consumption by the management nodes. Hierarchical architecture uses middle-level
management nodes, each management node is responsible for some regional nodes, and
upload the information to higher-level nodes, each management region is independent.
Some hierarchical management architectures are proposed in [14-17]: SNMP, STREAM,
AppSleep and WSNMP. Hierarchical management architectures are widely used in recent
years due to reliability and scalability issues.

This paper combines the distributed architecture and hierarchical architecture, intro-
duces a new management device, which can locate the failure node and analyze the failure.
Based on this new architecture, we propose LPS-FMP(Low Power the Speed-the Fault
Management Protocol), a fault management protocol which can respond quickly to ab-
normal failures.

2. Distributed hierarchical fault management architecture for WSN. Distributed
hierarchical fault management architecture for WSN includes Management Station, Man-
agement Device, Agent Device, Gateway Device and Normal Senor Node.

2.1. Management Station. The management station is responsible for the Internet
connection, running fault management program and network maintenance program, pro-
viding a friendly user interface and stable energy for the management devices to ensure
that the management devices run stably in the long term.

2.2. Management Device. The management device is the core and the initiator of
the entire network and is responsible for planning and controlling over the network. Its
mainly responsible for collecting information from the network management entity and
the ordinary nodes, send and it analyzes, process and schedule important events, it is the
most important manager of the entire network.

2.3. Agent Device. Agent device is mainly responsible for the communication between
the ordinary sensor nodes and the management device, information and is central in the
entire network. Agent devices make a decision on events uploaded from nodes below,
and do failure detection, failure diagnosis and failure processing periodically, it is capa-
ble of recovering from failures and is a FFD(Full-Function Device). Agent devices are
implemented as control centers and cluster head node in WSN management architecture.

2.4. Gateway Device. Gateway devices are used to connect WSN and the Internet.
Its mainly responsible for locating failure devices, reading failure information from fail-
ure nodes, analyzing failures and upload failure time, location, type and reasons to the
management station.
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2.5. Ordinary Senor Node. Ordinary sensor nodes are at the lowest level of the hier-
archy. They are responsible for uploading to the cluster head node perceived information
from the external environment, is a RFD(Reduced-function Device) node.
The architecture of Distributed hierarchical fault management system is shown in figure

1.

Figure 1. Distributed Hierarchical Fault Management Architecture based
on WSN

Figure 2. Management queries Agent

2.6. Fault Management Process. All types of nodes in the distributed hierarchical
fault management architecture can be used as a fault management entity. In other words,
the full-function device (FFD) and Reduced Function Device (RFD) all have features
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such as fault detection, diagnosis and processing. The status and roles of each device
in distributed hierarchical fault management architecture are different, but they differ
only in the capabilities and implementation details of failure handling, the processes are
essentially the same.

Agent devices in the fault management architecture are implemented as the control
center and the Cluster head node. Each Agent device has two ways of making a query:
Management devices regularly ask for information from agent device; Agent devices pe-
riodic do self-test and upload failure after detection. The workflow is shown in figure 2
and figure 3.

3. Fault Management Protocol for WSN.

3.1. Distributed hierarchical fault management protocol for WSN(LPS-FMP).
The LPS-FMP protocol is mainly designed for two management entities, Management
and the Agent. To implement of the fault management service for WSN, one must ensure
that management application link is established among the nodes in the network, this is
different from the one defined in the protocol of the underlying WSN, so we call it fault
management service link. In order to implement fault management service link, we define
five communication primitives:

Figure 3. Agent uploads fault information

(1) Connection Request: used for communications and negotiations prior to the fault
management operations

(2) Connection Reply: acknowledgement that agent sends back to management in re-
sponse to link establishment
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(3) Connection Reject: Agent rejects application from management to establish connec-
tions

(4) Disconnection Request: After fault management service is done, management sends
out this primitive to disconnect the link.

(5) Disconnection Reply: Agent sends out this primitive in response to management to
disconnect the link.

After the connection is established, we can use LPS-FMP to perform fault management
service. We defines four kinds of operations: Get Request, Set Request, Inform, Cancel,
and two kinds of response modes: B Reply, P Reply to complete the transmission of fault
management information.
Get Request: Management sends this to Agent as a request for information, it operates

on the properties of agents.
Set Request: Management uses this to modify properties of Agents, this includes re-

setting agents to their default values.
Inform: To pass around notice or event management among entities. It can be sent

from Management to Agent, or vice versa. It is mainly used for the Agent to send fault
information to the Management.
Cancel: To cancel the currently executing fault management tasks, and also to release

the system resources being occupied.
B Reply: A simple response which does not contain too much information, it is simply

a response to the management services operation.
P Reply: This is a detailed response which contains more information, including

whether this service management is successful and response parameter values.

3.2. LPS-FMP Fault Management Information Library. This library contains in-
formation related to management entities involved and all the nodes, such as type infor-
mation, parameter information, property information, services, operational information,
module information and the type of failure. It has downward compatibility and can be
extended to other wireless communications, such as RFID wireless communication.
Data in the library is organized as shown in figure 4. It gives a uniformed name and

identifier to all the entities and services.

Figure 4. The registration tree in the fault management information library

Here are the steps of identification: Put all the numerical identification together, from
the root node to the target object, putting a . between the numbers. For example,
Management Station is on the third level in Figure 4, starting from the root, passing
through Management Object, down to Management Station, so the identification is 1.1.1.

(1) the definition of managed objects in management
There are three types of managed objects: Management Station, Coordinator, Gate-
way, as shown in figure 5.
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Figure 5. The registration tree of managed objects

(2) the definition of managed objects in management services
There are two types of objects in this category: Connect Serve and Operate Serve.

Connect Serve: It is used to establish fault management service link. Connect
Serve defines five primitives: Connection Request, Connection Reply, Connection
Reject, Disconnection Request and Disconnection Reply.

The Operate Serve: After fault management service link is established, this is used
for fault management service operations. There are four types of operations: Get
Request, Set Request, Inform, Cancel, and two modes of responses: B Reply and P
Reply. Their job is to complete the transmission of fault management information.
Their locations in the registration tree is shown in figure 6.

Figure 6. Registration tree of managed object for management service operations

(3) the definition of managed objects of node parameters
There are two types of objects in this category: Zigbee and RFID. Zigbee defines
Hardware and Software, describes the hardware module information and software
version information of the wireless sensor networks, mainly used for network main-
tenance and upload of fault information. RFID also defines Hardware and Software,
mainly used for compatible RFID applications. The positions in the registration tree
are shown in figure 7.

(4) the definition of managed objects of node properties
There are four types of objects in this category: Coordinator, Router Device, End
Device. Describes the working mode and type of nodes in WSN.

Coordinator: it is the initiator of the network, it is also the aggregation node of
the network.

Router: it is the relay node of the network, it is responsible for forwarding infor-
mation.
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Figure 7. Registration tree of managed objects for node parameters

Device: it is useful for sensing and collecting environmental information, it belongs
to FFD device.

End Device: it is on the lowest level of the hierarchy, is only used to collect
environmental information, it has a unique function and it is not easily extensible,
it is an RFD device, its location is shown in figure 8.

Figure 8. Registration tree of managed objects for node properties

(5) the definition of managed objects of notification
There are three types of objects in this category: Error Status, Enterprise, Com-
munity. Error Status: it defines the types of errors, it can be further divided into
Node Fault and No Fault, namely node-failure and failure-free types. Battery Fault,
Sensor Fault, Transmit Fault are defined in Node Fault.

Enterprise: defines the type of the data being sent. Enterprise is divided into two
types: Send Data and Warning.

Community: it is used to ensure that information security of the network, it defines
if data is a public or private. Its position in the registration tree is shown in figure
9.

3.3. The entities in LPS-FMP fault management protocol. The working mech-
anism of LPS-FMP fault management protocols is shown in figure 10. On one hand:
Management sends operation requests to Agent regularly, the request can be routine op-
eration requests to any node to collect perceived environmental information or operation
requests to critical Agent periodically to check if Agent can respond to this request. In
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Figure 9. Registration tree of managed objects of notification

the case where Agent does not respond, Management resends the request. If the agent
still does not respond, Management would consider that the Agent fails, Management will
update its routing table and let Agent update their routing table by using Set Request
primitive. If the Agent responds to either one of the two requests, Management would
consider that the Agent is working normally.

On the other hand, Agent periodic self-detected failure and take the initiative to upload
failure. Therefore, the Management can tell if Agent fails by taking advantage of Inform
uploaded by Agent.

Figure 10. The working mechanism of entities in LPS-FMP fault man-
agement protocol

The data source of failure detection based on LPS-FMP: LPS-FMP Inform and the
data obtained by querying Agent using Get.

(1) LPS-FMP Inform
LPS-FMP Inform is an asynchronous communication between Agent and Manage-
ment. When the Agent node detect that some module exceeds a pre-defined security
threshold, the Agent sends to Management LPS-FMP Inform containing failure in-
formation and failure address. Inform PDU structure is as follows: PDU Header
refers to the node address of the entity sending out Inform; Time refers to the time
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of failure; Error Status refers to the prefix identification in LPS-FMP registration
tree, represents the module that response to failure.

(2) LPS-FMP Get queries
LPS-FMP Get query happens when Management query agent to check if it is in nor-
mal state and the status of relevant modules and the perceived data, Agent respons
to Management using Inform, whose structure is as follows: Object ID refers to

the prefix indentifier in WDHFMP registration tree, representing the target module
of the node being queried. PDU Header consists of four parts: Server Connection

TAG is an identification that Management provides Agent, representing primitives
establishing management application links; Request ID refers to ID of the requesting
node, i.e. Management ID; PDU Type is used to identify the type of the operation;
Agent ID is used to represent ID of the target node.

LPS-FMP Inform and LPS-FMP Get minimize the size of the frame so as to save
energy.

4. Design and Implementation.

4.1. Design and Implementation of System Model. Wireless sensor network fault
detection device is fully compatible with wireless sensor nodes and perception of environ-
mental information and network formation. In addition, it can detect important modules
of the node, the structure is shown in figure 11. It consists mainly of the Agent fault
detection devices, gateway fault detection devices and client software.
Agent fault detection devices consist of three functional components. The first is the

network formation components, used to perceive environmental information, form the
network and transmit information. The second is the failure detection component, which
has the battery-powered module, the sensor module and the high frequency transmitter
signal sampling module, used to determine whether the important modules in the network
fail. The third is the failure-handling components, when failure arises, keep the node in
working mode as long as possible and store failure information. First, Fault management
collect information from power modules, sensor modules and high frequency transmitter
module to decide whether failure exists. If so, the system enters the fault diagnosis stage,
fault management chip will determine if it is just a warning or a real failure.
And then the system enters the failure-handling stage, if it is handling a warning, the

system uses Inform in LPS-FMP to forward this information up in the hierarchy until
it reaches the Management device. The way the system handles a real failure differs by
modules, the commonality is that the fault management chip stores the failure information
and the timing information into the failure information storage module. Failure related
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Figure 11. The diagram of system modules

to sensor module and power module is treated the same as the warning, it is forwarded
up in the hierarchy until it reaches Management device and Management station, so as
to alert the network administrator. If the failure is related to the power module, the fault
management chip will start the backup power supply to replace the original power supply
until the system recovers from this failure. The high frequency transmitter module failure
will result in that a node cannot communicate with the outside world, therefore the only
way to find this failure is that Management queries the device using Get in the LPS-FMP
protocol, to update routing tables accordingly so that other nodes do not send data to
this failure node.

Finally, the system enters the fault maintenance phase. Fault management software
collect information in two ways: Management sends out queries, Agent uploads informa-
tion. After failure occurs, maintenance module will use the gateway device to locate the
failure, then analyze the failure according to fault information storage module, repair the
failure as quickly as possible, improve the efficiency of network maintenance

5. Performance Evaluations. Performance evaluations were done using WSNMP with
similar architectures. We consider fault response time and average energy consumption
within a single cluster. We use Matlab, 100 wireless sensor nodes are deployed in a 200
x 200 region randomly, each node in the network launch radius is 25 meters, each node
carries two joules of energy.
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LPS-FMP protocol defines the frame format of Inform. When uploading failure in-
formation, we try to minimize the amount of data, under the constraint that the event
is completely describled; Agent detects if failure occurs through self-detecting the status
of its own modules. Since each Agent is only responsible for its own modules, failure
can be detected as quickly as possible, Agent uploads failure information to Management
in a hierarchical manner within the fewest possible steps, effectively reduce the average
energy consumption of network and minimizes the time between when the failure occurs
and when Management gets informed. The ratio of fault response time over WSN nodes
number is shown in figure 12. The ratio of average energy dissipation over agent nodes
number is shown in figure 13.

Figure 12. The relationship between Fault response time and WSN nodes number

Figure 13. The relationship between average energy dissipation and agent
nodes number

6. Conclusion. We propose a new fault management protocol LPS-FMP based on Dis-
tributed hierarchical wireless sensor network architecture. Using LPS-FMP, failure infor-
mation can be obtained in two ways: Management sends out queries, or Agent uploads
information using Inform. Compared with traditional WSN fault detection mechanism,
we add gateway devices, which can locate and analyze failures. This greatly improves the
efficiency of network maintenance and fault repairs. Finally, we implement a hardware
platform and software for fault management protocol based on distributed hierarchical
architecture. If some module fails in Agent, we can still take some actions to deal with this
emergency. We extend the working time of the failure node as long as possible. Within
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this amount of time, we try to repair the fault. We can avoid the cost of updating routing
tables of the entire network caused by replacing the failure node.
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